Interactive cards where the answers are inside!
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Includes:
Set of 10, double-sided, self-checking cards

Inside Answers Numbers is an innovative card set for young children. They will learn and practice numbers from 1–20.

How to Use:
Each card is double-sided and the cards progress in order of number sequence. There are real-life images on each card that correspond to a matching number. First, children should count the images aloud to practice counting. Then, they should say the number on the card.

Now the fun begins! Children slide the cards open to reveal the number to see if they were correct. To further extend the learning, odd numbers are in red and even numbers are in blue.

Extension Activities:
• After working with a number, challenge children to come up with the number that comes next.
• Take a card and discuss evens and odds. One side shows odd numbers. Odd numbers can not be evenly divided into two groups. Even numbers are on the reverse side. Even numbers can be evenly divided into two groups. Talk about other numbers beyond 20 that are even or odd.
• Count by two’s using evens or odds.

Learning numbers is so much fun with Inside Answers!